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T   he earliest roots of the Sensebachs in
America, whether in the American
colonies or Europe, have never been

clearly defined and documented. Many
Sensebach branches, with their various spell-
ings, can be traced back to the Sensebachs
that lived in the vicinity of the German Re-
formed Church in Montgomery, New York
in the early ’s, starting around . The
records from this church help us to recon-
struct the families of what was probably the
second generation in America; but evidence
upon which a family structure for the earliest
immigrant generation remains scant. Previ-
ous researchers, such as Frank Rathbun1  and
Henry Z. Jones Jr.2  have proposed possible
family structures of these early New York
families and their ties back to the Palatinate,
but all have knowingly contained specula-
tion, filling in the gaps with ‘educated guesses’
where clear evidence had not yet been found.

The purpose of the present article is three-
fold. First, review all of the available evidence
on the German and New York Sensebachs
of that era, no matter how trivial it may ap-
pear. Second, walk the reader through a rig-
orous process of deriving a family structure
based on that data. Third, summarize what
is known (“beyond a reasonable doubt”), what
is probable (based on a “preponderance of
evidence”) and what is conjectural. The re-
sult is intended to be a documented frame-
work of the early Sensebach family structure
that will serve as a basis for future research to
prove, disprove, or correct the various rela-
tionships.

The key difficulty in researching the immi-
grant Sensebach families is the scant amount
of primary evidence available. The type of
evidence we would like to find, that could tie
the New York and German families together,

would include things like a tombstone with a
birth date corresponding to a baptism in a
German church book; will or estate records
that list the children of Friederich Sensebach
of New York; or specific mention in German
church books of a Sensebach family migrat-
ing to the New World. But alas, the tomb-
stones of that generation exist only as
weather-worn brown stones with no mark-
ings;3  no Sensebach probate records for that
early era have been found; and the badly
faded old German handwritings in the
churchbooks only grudgingly give up what
ever secrets they held. So we are left with a
modest amount of evidence with which to
attempt to build a circumstantial case for the
early family structure.

This article focuses on one group of
Sensebachs in colonial New York. We should
not forget that there were other Sensebachs,
with various spellings,4  in New York and
other colonies, including Pennsylvania, Mary-
land and Virginia. These families may have
ties to the New York settlers, or may have
come over directly from Germany; in either
case we plan to address them in future is-
sues.

We know the �came to�;
What about the �came from�?
The tracing of a family that migrated from
one country to another in past centuries is
almost always a genealogical puzzle. Based
on the surname and early records, the
Sensebachs were German;5  but it should be
noted that at that time Germany was not a
single country. Eager’s history,6 written in ,
on discussing Friederich Sinsabaugh, Jacob
Bookstaver and Johannes Youngblood, states
“These individuals were from Germany.”

First we begin in New York, in Montgomery
on the Wallkill. This area, now in Orange
County, was part of Ulster County until .
Domine Georgius Wilhelmus Mancius, the
pastor at Kingston, founded a German Re-
formed Church in Montgomery in . This
church, which later came to be known (after
a third reconstruction used brick instead of
timbers) as the Brick Church, has extensive
early church records that contain many refer-
ences to Sensebachs and others.7  But no ex-
tent records specify where the Sensebachs
came from in the German regions of Europe.
For that we must rely on other means.

Where Are There Sensebachs?
Where did they come from in the German
regions of Europe? One admittedly imper-
fect but useful approach is to review the In-
ternational Genealogical Index (IGI) for  clus-
ters of Sensebachs in the German areas of
Europe during that era.

The IGI, a database of over  mil-
lion names from around the world,
provides a useful tool to learn where
surnames are distributed. The en-
tries are mostly births, baptisms and
marriages. Entries include extracts
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